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About LectureMind
LectureMind is a One-Stop Platform for Universities and Students.

It facilitates student's academic success by providing the following features:

Flash Cards
Students can have a quick revision
session with this feature, which
generates flashcards based on a
particular lecture using the GPT-3 API

Quiz 
Students/teachers can make
evaluations by generating Lecture
specific quiz using the GPT-3 API

Summarizer
Students can use this time-saving
feature to summarize lectures,
facilitated by whisper and GPT-3 API

Online Teaching
Universities can join LectureMind and
upload their lectures on our portal, add
students, thus making the online shift
simple and manageable.

Study Tracker
Students can track their progress and
time invested with our interactive
dashboard



Why 
LectureMind

Technology facilitates 
learning accessibility

Innovative,AI-powered 
learning

Enable academic 
excellence, interactively

Bridge the Gap in
University teaching with

latest technology



Tech stack OpenAI
As we develop our project, we are utilizing the advanced capabilities of
OpenAI's Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), including Wisper
and GPT-3. These APIs are cutting-edge tools that allow us to access and
leverage the power of OpenAI's state-of-the-art language models and
machine learning algorithms.

NextJS
As we develop our project, we have chosen to use the Next.js framework
for our frontend development. Next.js is a powerful and flexible
framework that allows us to build high-performance, server-side-
rendered web applications with ease.

MongoDB
As we develop our project, we have chosen to use MongoDB as our
backend database for storing and managing our data. MongoDB is a
powerful and flexible NoSQL database that allows us to easily store and
manage complex and dynamic data structures.



Connecting with 
the Audience

Target decision 
makers 
Promote LectureMind 
benefits
Utilize tech 
partnership

Improving the 
Experience: 
Iterative 
Development

User feedback 
incorporation
Continuous improvement 
approach
Trend awareness and 
adaptation
Enhanced user experience.

Finding the
Sweet Spot: Our
Pricing
Approach

FreeTrail
Professional
Enterprise/Elite

Strategic Thinking for 
Long-Term Success



Free Trial

Limited to 60 users
Limit on the number of 
lectures that can be 
summarized and quizzed
Access to online 
knowledge base for 
technical assistance
No customization options

Enterprise/ Elite

All of the professional 
features
Customized pricing based 
on specific needs and 
requirements
Dedicated account 
manager for personalized 
support
On premis deployment

Professional

$20 per month
No limit on the number of 
lectures that can be 
summarized and quizzed
Access to all features 
including lecture 
transcription, interactive 
revision (flashcards), quiz 
generation and milestone 
badges
Priority technical 
assistance available via 
email or chat

Finding the Sweet Spot: 
Our Pricing Approach



Thank you for considering Lecture Mind. We believe our application can make
a positive impact on student learning outcomes, and we look forward to your
feedback.

Thank You
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